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Case 
A 69-year-old woman with a history of hypertension 
presents to a health center in rural Haiti two days after 
sudden development of right sided paralysis and 
difficulty speaking. 
 
A diagnosis of stroke is made. No CT scan is available to 
determine if the stroke is ischemic or hemorrhagic. 
 
In addition to acute stabilization, evaluation for etiology, 
risk factor modification, and rehabilitation, would you 
initiate aspirin for long-term secondary stroke prevention? 



Survey 
For this patient with stroke and no CT available to 
determine if the stroke is ischemic or hemorrhagic, 
would you administer aspirin for long-term secondary 
stroke prevention? 
 
A. Yes, I would treat the patient with aspirin 
B. No, I would not treat the patient with aspirin 





Global Access to CT 



Global Access to CT 

• High-income countries: 42 CT scanners per 1 million 
population 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Low-income countries: 0.32 CT scanners per 1 million 
population 
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• Base case 
• Sensitivity analysis 
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Decision analysis 

• Decision Tree 
• Markov state transition model 
• Inputs 
• Base case analysis 

• 69-year-old (average age at stroke onset in LMIC) 
• 34% of acute strokes due to ICH 

• Sensitivity analysis 





• Based on estimated ~12 million strokes in LMIC per 
year, aspirin administration to all patients with stroke 
would be predicted to lead to: 

• estimated yearly decrease of ~85,000 recurrent strokes 
• estimated yearly decrease of ~4,000 stroke-related mortalities  

 



Decision analysis 

• Decision Tree 
• Inputs 
• Base case analysis 
• Sensitivity analysis 



 









Discussion 

What clinical dilemma(s) have you encountered for 
which a decision analysis model may be useful? 
 
Consider: 
- Clinical trials unlikely to ever be performed 
- Clinical questions for which there is available data 

on which to base the model 
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